
How  To  Find  Appropriate
Veterinary  Care  For  Your
Farmed  Animal  Sanctuary’s
Residents
…multiple species, particularly species who are vastly different
such as avian and mammalian species, you will very likely need
to work with multiple veterinarians. So even if you have a…

An Introduction To The Care Of
Fishes  For  Your  Animal
Sanctuary
…research  to  address.  Preventing  breeding,  like  most  fish-
related info, comes down to the species in question. Many egg-
laying species will eat their own eggs, or their eggs get eaten
by…

Safe  Cohabitation
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Considerations For Geese
…regarding  safe  cohabitation  with  members  of  other  species.
However, there are certain species who may be more likely to
safely cohabitate than others, and in some cases, there are
species…

Safe  Cohabitation
Considerations For Ducks
…regarding  safe  cohabitation  with  members  of  other  species.
However, there are certain species who may be more likely to
safely cohabitate than others, and in some cases, there are
species…

Advanced  Topics  In  Resident
Health:  Johne’s  Disease
(Paratuberculosis)
…appetite.  Johne’s  disease  is  caused  by  a  type  of  bacteria
called  Mycobacterium  avium  subspecies  paratuberculosis  (MAP).
Which Species Can Be Infected With MAP? It is believed that all
species of…
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A  Sanctuary’s  Guide  To  Fish
Advocacy And Care: Part 1
…opening up your sanctuary to new species. Some questions to
discuss include: What species of fishes will we take in?  Will
we  take  in  species  specifically  rescued  from  farming
situations,…

Safe  Cohabitation
Considerations For Goats
…cases, this simply entails housing larger species with smaller
species, but other times it involves specific species who have
been designated by humans as “livestock guardians” such as dogs,
donkeys,…

Safe  Cohabitation
Considerations For Chickens
…attempt to protect more vulnerable species from predators. In
some cases, this simply entails housing larger species with
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smaller species, but other times it involves specific species
who have been…

Advanced  Topics  In  Resident
Health:  Avian  Influenza  In
Birds
…Texas. -On March 30, 2022, the USDA confirmed the presence of
HPAI  in  a  non-commercial,  mixed-species  backyard  flock  in
Berkshire County, Massachusetts; a non-commercial, mixed-species
backyard flock in Johnson County,…

Behavior  101  For  Animal
Sanctuaries
…types of altruism and theories about this. Namely, interspecies
altruism,  intraspecies  altruism,  and  reciprocal  altruism.
Examples of intraspecies altruism are worker bees that spend all
their time ensuring their queen…
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